
 
AIRDRIE-BATHGATE RAILWAY AND LINKED IMPROVEMENTS BILL 

 
CONSIDERATION STAGE EVIDENCE: GROUP 25 

 
 
Objections within group Lead objector 
Monklands Sailing Club (23)  Monklands Sailing Club 
 
 
1. We no longer wish to pursue the following issues as they are no longer in 

dispute— 
 

All objections are still active and alternative cycle path routings as indicated below 
are with Network Rail. 

 
Alternative Routes proposed by Monklands Sailing Club. 

(not to scale) 
 
2. The following issues remain in dispute but, at this time, we do not propose 

submitting any written evidence— 
 

All objections are still active. Written evidence as in para. 3.below. 
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3. The following issues remain in dispute and our written evidence on each 
issue is set out below— 

 
     a)  Acquisition of Land
 

i) Temporary Access for construction purposes. (Plot No. 323A)  
There will be a serious risk of disruption to the fabric of the clubhouse and a loss of 
space in the compound for the storage of boats, trailers etc, and the latter 
exacerbated by the need for a “stand off" distance from the temporary boundary 
fence for protection of boats and equipment from vandalism. Our most effective 
deterrent, the protective berberis hedge to the rear of the clubhouse will be lost. 
 

ii) Permanent Acquisition. (Plots No. 313, 313A, 322, 323.)  
There will be a loss of hard standing for vehicles and boat parking during Club 
Events and Open Regattas (Plot No. 322) and considerable disruption to accessing 
the Clubhouse during construction of the proposed cycle path (Plots Nos. 313,313A 
and 323). The invaluable tree screen to the west of the clubhouse will be lost as will 
the 9 year old protective berberis shrubbery. The proposed embankment to the 
west of the clubhouse will reduce the height of the current palisade fence thus 
threatening our security. The acquisition of this land would be totally unacceptable 
to our Club Members.  

 
iii) The evaluation of alternative routes for the Cycle Path.   

Lack of consultation over the varying of the route of the cycle path from that 
proposed in June 2004 (Drawing No.0009523/LD763) and confirmed as an option 
via Drawing No.0016671/CWRW/SK/07 - Rev 0 in October 2006 and failure to 
examine all credible routes. Alternatives submitted to Network Rail from Monklands 
sailing club in November 2006 show that more viable routes are available and no 
detailed thought has gone into route selection, this point is further amplified by the 
original choice of route right through the front of our sailing club. They have as yet 
been unable to furnish us with any credible drawings or costing for their planned 
route and appear to have rejected any attempt to work with our ideas or 
alternatives. It is clear that the priority is to establish ‘a’ cycle path irrespective of the 
consequences that our club would have to live with. 

 
b)  Loss of Amenity and Health and Safety 

The proposed routing of the Cycle Path will direct the general public onto the Sailing 
Club premises. The entrances to the club property and the boat compound are 
gated but the gates are left open when the club is functioning i.e. during Club Events 
and Open Regattas. This presents points of conflict with vehicles, boat trailers, 
members etc. entering and exiting the club premises and during the launching, 
rigging and recovery of boats. Further, it offers to users of the Cycle Path the 
opportunity to take a short cut through club land to join the Cycle Path beyond the 
club premises thus avoiding the unattractive and potentially dangerous longer route 
currently proposed to the rear of the clubhouse. In addition, the proposed route will 
provide easier access for vandals and their vehicles attempting to break into the 
clubhouse – stolen 4x4's have in the past been driven at both the entrance and 
compound gates having taken access from the current Cycle Path east of the 
clubhouse, one gate was so badly damaged it had to be closed permanently. Stones 
have also been thrown from the present route into the boat compound damaging 
boats and smashing vehicle windscreens - hence the need for a "Stand Off" 
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distance from the boundary fences. The clubhouse has been broken into numerous 
times and the windows are constantly broken by stone throwing and air rifles. 
However, it is felt that the Cycle Path, as proposed, will encourage attempts to break 
in from the west side and the rear of the clubhouse these locations having the added 
advantage of easy access to vehicles parked on the Cycle Path to load up with 
valuable engines or other equipment. Access from the rear is of particular concern 
as the temporary works proposed would remove the berberis shrubbery, which the 
Club planted, and has protected this area over the last 9 years. The Cycle Path as 
proposed is, in our opinion, at some 3.0 metres wide and requiring very high walling 
or fencing on both sides, not only a hazard to the Sailing Club but to the electrified 
railway line and the users of the Cycle Path. It should also be borne in mind that at 
this location it would provide a sheltered spot for undesirables to congregate and it 
has to be emphasised that we have more than our fair share of these. 

 
c)   Club Operations and Income 

The loss of land from the car/trailer parking area to the east of the boat compound 
and the general disruption of the club's secure boat/trailer parking within the 
compound during the construction of the proposed Cycle Path will have a 
disastrous affect not only on existing members but on the attraction of new 
members and visitors to the club.  Considerable vandalism has been experienced 
by the club in the past and somewhat controlled by high cost preventative actions 
taken, Razor wire £3000, security fencing, CCTV cameras, security shrubs, etc., 
and it is felt, no it is certain that the location of the cycle path as proposed will lead 
to an increased level of vandalism to the overall detriment of the sailing club. It 
cannot be more apparent to any sensible person viewing these plans how ridiculous 
they are. In addition the club relies on hosting Open Regattas and National Sailing 
Events for enhancing the reputation of the club and honing the sailing expertise of 
its members, several of whom have been National and World champions in their 
class throughout the 49 years that the Club has been operating. The loss of the 
"hard standing" space associated with the proposed Cycle Path will be significant 
as up to 200 dinghies with associated crews, cars, trailers etc have to be 
accommodated during National events hosted at the club. Inability to undertake 
such events would of course be wholly unacceptable. 

 
3. At this time, we wish to pursue the following issues through oral evidence— 
 

a) Acquisition of land.  
b) Loss of Amenity and Health and Safety. 
c) Club Operations and Income. 

 
Our provisional witness list is—  
 
Alex. A. McArthur, Past Commodore, Monklands Sailing Club - Acquisition of land and 
Loss of Amenity and Health and Safety.  
John Dawson, Commodore, Monklands Sailing Club - Club Operations and Income. 
We would estimate oral evidence on each topic lasting 20 minutes i.e. 60 minutes total 
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